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polar instruments' radars are used for a wide range of applications in many diverse fields including environment, defence,
transportation and commerce. large volume applications include military air traffic control, cargo monitoring and wind

measurement. polar's radars are preferred by many users for a number of reasons including; robustness, reliability, size and
price. polar's instrument design business is focused on building exciting new products that have the quality of proven polar

instruments with the cost of entry-level products. successful new products are very important to polar and differentiating these
new products from polar's well established range of instruments is critical. polar actively consults with senior engineering and

operation teams, industry contacts and customers to establish the new instrument's value proposition. in addition polar's design
engineers work closely with polar's marketing and customer support teams to deliver products that are well received by end
customers. polar instruments provides critical services to polar's customers through manufacturing, repair, service and after-

sales support. as a global company with the resources of a specialist engineering and manufacturing enterprise and an
excellent knowledge of polar instruments products, polar's service team is extremely knowledgeable and proactive. polar

instruments international inc. operates as a separate business division and is a privately held holding company that provides
world-class weather, science and data management solutions that benefit polar's customers worldwide. the unique combination

of science, technology and engineering provided by polar instruments meets polar's customers' diverse business and
geographic needs. polar instruments' services and products are available through direct sales and service as well as through

long-term contracts with value-added resellers.
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to demonstrate nsp's abilities, the si9000e will demonstrate the nsp's ability to support 15mhz to 3ghz data rates and 0.72ghz
to 7.2ghz hybridized bands using the si9000e's antenna continuity search engine (acse) technology. the transmitter and

receiver can be located adjacent to each other, but for cases where two antennas are required, the input and output ports of
the controller can be located on opposite ends of the instrument (figure 1). this is useful for compact instrument designs and

where it is also desirable to feed the antenna simultaneously from a separate transmitter. in this case, the transmitter is
connected to the input port and the receiver is connected to the output port. in the event that only one transmitter is required,

only one antenna can be connected. the mixed antenna mode, i.e. where both transmitter and receiver antennas are located on
the same instrument, means the transmitter can be connected to the input port and the receiver to the output port. this mode

is useful in cases where separate antenna locations are not possible or not desirable. also, because this mode uses a dipole
antenna for both transmitter and receiver, it is a convenient way of mounting the antenna on the instrument package. the

standard single antenna mode is where only a single antenna is used. on the serial port, you can specify the antenna mode ->
one, mixed or two. this is very useful for field measurements. do not forget to specify the antenna mode to the serial port in the
field on your system. for high layer count designs the si9000e has a capacity to process 8 and 16 layer counts. typically it will
handle layer count variations from 2 to 15 layers. the current hardware is designed to handle up to 20 layers on a typical card.

you can place capacitors and ganged resistors directly into the model. remember that a simple example setup is easy to model.
as an example, a 20 layer board may have a total of 1000 signals. thus it may be tempting to subdivide it into 5 parts and have
a 5 element model. this would mean that every single capacitor and resistor would have to have a value of 5 for the si9000e to

be able to correctly model the board. 5ec8ef588b
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